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Abstract
While sexual frequency and satisfaction are strong contributors to the quality and longevity of romantic relationships and overall
well-being, mismatches in sexual desire between partners are common and have been linked with poorer satisfaction. Previous
findings linking mismatches in desire with poorer relationship and sexual outcomes have typically been derived using difference
scores, an approach that does not account for partners’ overall levels of desire. In a sample of 366 couples, we investigated
whether partners who match in desire are more satisfied than desire-discrepant couples. Results of dyadic response surface
analyses provided no support for a unique matching effect. Higher desire rather than matching in desire between partners
predicted relationship and sexual satisfaction. These findings shed new light on whether the correspondence between partners’
levels of sexual desire is associated with satisfaction and suggest the need to focus on sustaining desire and successfully navigating
differences rather than promoting matching in desire.
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Romantic relationship quality is a robust predictor of health
and happiness (e.g., Coombs, 1991; Diener & Seligman,
2002), but successful relationships require partners to coordinate different needs and interests (Fitzsimmons et al., 2015;
Gere & Impett, 2018). Sexual activity is one domain that distinguishes romantic relationships from other close relationships
and a domain in which partners can find it difficult to coordinate their interests (Miller et al., 2003). In fact, disagreements
about sex are one of the top three sources of conflict between
partners (Risch et al., 2003). Given that most romantic relationships are sexually monogamous (Haupert et al., 2017), people
often rely exclusively on a romantic partner to meet their sexual needs, and therefore, differences in sexual interest between
partners might have particularly important consequences for
satisfaction.
On a variety of traits and preferences (e.g., attitudes, physical attractiveness), when romantic partners are more similar,
they report higher relationship satisfaction (e.g., Arindell &
Luteijn, 2000; Markey & Markey, 2007; Russell & Wells,
1991; Wilson & Cousins, 2003). Indeed, relationship theories
such as the vulnerability-stress-adaptation model (Karney &
Bradbury, 1995) propose that the effect of similarity between
partners on their character strengths or vulnerabilities can be
more important than the independent effects of such characteristics for relational outcomes (Gonzaga et al., 2007). Similarity

is theorized to foster relationship satisfaction because it may
help partners understand each other (Anderson et al., 2003).
However, other work suggests that there is little or no association between similarity between partners—at least in personality traits—and important relationship outcomes (van
Scheppingen et al., 2018; Weidmann et al., 2017).
It is intuitive that similar levels of sexual desire could be
associated with smoother interactions in a domain that tends
to be highly emotionally charged for couples (e.g., Rehman
et al., 2017; Theiss & Estlein, 2014). However, similarity on
sexual desire might be different than similarity on personality
traits since sexual desire is directed toward the partner. There
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is a growing focus on interpersonal models in sexuality
research that highlight the importance of considering how partners influence each other (e.g., Basson, 2000; Rosen & Bergeron, 2019). In fact, a romantic partner’s level of desire is
associated with a person’s sexual and relationship satisfaction
above and beyond their own desire (Mark, 2014; Muise
et al., 2018), suggesting that levels of sexual desire in a relationship, and not matching on desire, might be more important.
In the current research, we take a novel approach to testing
whether couples who match in levels of sexual desire are more
satisfied with their sex lives and relationships compared to couples who are mismatched.

Sexual Desire Discrepancies in Relationships
It is well-documented that sexual desire tends to decline over
the course of a relationship (for a review see Muise, Kim,
et al., 2016), and women’s desire typically declines more steeply than men’s (Klusmann, 2002) and is more strongly
impacted by life transitions such as having children (e.g.,
McBride & Kwee, 2017). In fact, research has shown that in the
majority of long-term heterosexual relationships, one partner
has chronically lower sexual desire than the other partner
(Davies et al., 1999; Mark, 2012; Mark & Murray, 2012).
It is important to understand links between (mis)matches in
sexual desire between romantic partners given that it is a common source of conflict for couples and a frequent reason for
seeking therapy (e.g., Henry & Miller, 2004). If satisfaction
is deemed optimal when couples match versus mismatch on
desire, therapists might advise couples to discuss their differences and work out a solution that brings their desire in line
with each other. However, if matching is not linked to greater
satisfaction, therapists might counsel couples to find ways to
navigate desire discrepancies that do not necessarily focus on
alignment of sexual interest. Findings concerning the benefits
of matching can also have implications for people who may
be concerned with identifying a sexually compatible partner
and could impact decision making as it would determine the
relative importance of attending to similarity between partners
on desire.
Overall, research looking at desire discrepancies between
partners—often calculated using a difference score where one
partner’s self-reported desire is subtracted from the other partner’s desire score—has found that larger discrepancies are
associated with lower sexual and relationship satisfaction
(Davies et al., 1999; Mark, 2012, 2014; Mark & Murray,
2012). However, some findings have been mixed and have not
consistently replicated (Mark, 2014; Mark & Murray, 2012;
Rosen et al., 2018; Sutherland et al., 2015; Willoughby &
Vitas, 2012). Mismatched levels of desire are common even
among nonclinical samples of satisfied couples (Davies et al.,
1999; Impett & Peplau, 2003; Mark, 2012; Mark & Murray,
2012). For example, in one study, couples reported some
degree of difference in their levels of sexual desire on 69%
of days (Day et al., 2015). Therefore, it is possible that differences in desire are a normative part of many relationships, and
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couples have developed strategies for managing these
differences.
Past research, however, has not been able to directly answer
the question of whether matching between partners in sexual
desire is associated with greater satisfaction than mismatching.
The bulk of the past work in this area has looked at the absolute
difference between partners’ levels of sexual desire, an
approach that has limitations in its ability to inform true matching effects (see Barranti et al., 2017). Discrepancy scores presume that (mis)matching at higher levels (e.g., 9–8 ¼ 1) has the
same consequences as (mis)matching at lower levels (e.g., 2–1
¼ 1; see Edwards, 2001; Schönbrodt et al., 2018). To understand whether matching in sexual desire between partners predicts better outcomes than mismatching, we need to test
whether matching is associated with greater satisfaction above
and beyond the effects of partners’ levels of desire, and whether
matching at all levels of desire is associated with higher satisfaction compared to mismatching.
Given that higher levels of sexual desire tend to be associated with both sexual and relationship satisfaction (Mark,
2015; Muise et al., 2013; Regan, 2000), it is possible that overall levels of desire matter more for satisfaction than matching
or that couples who match at relatively high levels of desire
may not experience the same outcomes as couples who also
match but at low levels. For example, research suggests that
couples in sexless marriages—which in some cases might represent couples in which both partners have low sexual desire—
report the lowest levels of satisfaction compared to couples
who engage in sex more frequently (Blanchflower & Oswald,
2004; Muise, Schimmack, Impett, 2016).

Advanced Modeling of Desire Discrepancies
To test whether desire (mis)matches between romantic partners
are associated with satisfaction, we used dyadic response surface analysis (DRSA; Schönbrodt et al., 2018). DRSA is ideal
for testing questions about matching including how the correspondence between partners’ ratings on sexual desire is associated with satisfaction, taking into account the interdependence
between partners (Kenny et al., 2006). This approach, which
can yield different results than difference scores, does not
merge the two indicators (i.e., each partner’s level of sexual
desire) into one single score (i.e., a difference score; Edwards,
2002) and instead graphs the associations in three-dimensional
space. DRSA, therefore, accounts for the effects of the individual indicators and can test whether satisfaction is higher for
couples who match versus mismatch at all levels of sexual
desire; that is, if couples are more satisfied when they match
in sexual desire versus mismatch, we should see this regardless
of the level of sexual desire on which couples match (e.g., low
or high). In the current study, to increase statistical power, we
combined data from three dyadic studies (N ¼ 366 couples) and
used DRSA (Schönbrodt et al., 2018) to test our key question
about whether couples who match in their levels of sexual
desire report greater sexual and relationship satisfaction than
couples who mismatch.
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Table 1. Descriptives Across Samples.
Sample

Initial N

Final N

% Caucasian

% Married

Age

SD

Range

Relationship Length (Years)

SD

Range

408
244
216

360
196
196

89
77
72

69
64
44

32.7
32.7
31.0

9.2
9.9
9.4

18–64
19–67
19–64

9.0
8.3
6.4

7.1
7.3
6.9

2–31
2–47
1–37

1
2
3

Note. The final N indicates participants who were retained for final analyses. All couples were mixed sex, and both partners identified as heterosexual.

Method
Sample Descriptives
Three unique data sets of couples were merged. Sample 1
included 204 couples (N ¼ 408) recruited from the United
States and Canada via online advertisements, social networking
(Twitter, Facebook, Reddit), and email listervs. Sample 2
included 122 couples (N ¼ 244) recruited through advertisements on Reddit and Kijiji (posted in five major Canadian cities) as well as through advertisements posted in various public
locations (e.g., libraries, community centers, and coffee shops)
in a major Canadian city (more details about this study can be
found in Study 1 in Muise et al., 2019). Sample 3 included 108
couples (N ¼ 216) recruited throughout Canada and the United
States via flyers, online and radio advertisements, and word-ofmouth (for more information about this sample, see control
sample in Rosen et al., 2019). We limited the combined sample
to participants for whom we had data from both partners. Further, only mixed-sex couples in which both partners identified
as heterosexual were retained given previous work demonstrating gender differences in overall levels of sexual desire (see
Peplau, 2003). Our final sample included 366 mixed-sex couples (N ¼ 732) included in our analyses (Sample 1: N ¼ 348
or 174 couples; Sample 2: N ¼ 196 or 98 couples; Sample 3:
N ¼ 188 or 94 couples; see Table 1 for sample descriptives.
At the time of conducting this work, no power analysis tool
exists for DRSA; therefore, to provide an estimate power, we
used the Actor Partner Interdependence Model (APIM) power
calculator (Ackerman et al., 2016). If we were testing main
effects, based on small (r ¼ .15) actor and partner effects, with
a sample of 366 couples, we have 99% power to detect the
effects at an a of .05. However, DRSA includes squared terms
as well as an interaction term, which would have less power to
detect.

Measures
Sexual desire was measured the same across all samples using
7 items from the Sexual Desire Inventory-2 (Spector et al.,
1996). As the current research concerned sexual desire in the
context of established relationships, we used only items reflecting the partner-focused dyadic sexual desire dimension (i.e.,
Items 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, and 9) based on research by Moyano
et al. (2017; see Table S1 in the Online Supplemental Materials
for item text and response options). Items were summed and
divided by 10 for each participant; thus, scores ranged from 0
to 5.4. These scores were then centered on the grand mean

(i.e., 3.86) in the combined sample (Schönbrodt et al., 2018).
Scale items were reliable across samples (Sample 1: a ¼ .88,
Sample 2: a ¼ .90, Sample 3: a ¼ .80).
Relationship satisfaction was measured with highly similar
face-valid 1-item measures across samples (Sample 1:
“Overall, how would you describe your overall relationship
with your partner?” (1 ¼ very unsatisfying to 9 ¼ very satisfying); Sample 2: “How satisfied are you with your relationship?”
(1 ¼ not at all to 7 ¼ extremely); Sample 3: “In general, how
satisfied are you with your relationship?” (1 ¼ not at all to 7 ¼
completely). Scores were averaged and standardized within
each sample before combining the three samples given the different scale points across studies, similar to approaches used in
prior research assessing outcomes using combined data from
multiple samples (Webster et al., 2015).
Sexual satisfaction was measured with the GMSEX (Lawrance & Byers, 1995), with participants rating their sex life
on five 9-point (Sample 1) or 7-point (Samples 2 and 3) dimensions: good–bad, pleasant–unpleasant, positive–negative,
satisfying–unsatisfying, valuable–worthless (Sample 1: a ¼
.94, Sample 2: a ¼ .93, Sample 3: a ¼ .92). Sexual satisfaction
item scores were also averaged and standardized within each
sample before combining the three samples.

Data Analysis Strategy
First, to provide a frequency distribution of couples and their
levels of desire discrepancy, we computed a couple difference
score for each dyad, similar to prior research (e.g., Mark et al.,
2014). Couple difference scores were computed by subtracting
women’s sexual desire score from men’s sexual desire score in
each couple (all couples were mixed-sex). Thus, more positive
values would reflect men reporting higher desire relative to
their female partner, while more negative scores would reflect
women reporting higher desire relative to their male partner
(e.g., 1 indicates a woman having higher sexual desire than
their partner by one unit). In order to compare DRSA to the traditional difference score approach to testing associations
between (mis)matching on desire and satisfaction, we calculated an absolute difference score for each couple by taking the
absolute value of the couple difference scores. Men’s and
women’s satisfaction outcomes were regressed separately on
these absolute difference scores.
Next, we used DRSA to test whether matching in sexual
desire between partners is associated with greater satisfaction
than mismatching. DRSA represents the marriage of RSA with
the APIM (Schönbrodt et al., 2018). The APIM models
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interdependence between partners in a relationship (Kenny
et al., 2006), and RSA is an analytic approach that models the
association between two predictor variables and an outcome
variable in three-dimensional space to test for the (non)existence of similarity effects (e.g., Edwards, 2002). Accompanied
by a graphical representation, RSA provides values for five
coefficients (a1–a5) that collectively answer unique questions
about whether (mis)matches matter for a specific outcome. The
coefficients are derived from a polynomial regression model
(for an overview of the RSA method, see Barranti et al.,
2017; Edwards, 2002). For criteria requirements to determine
similarity effects (i.e., matching effects) and how the a1–a5
coefficients collectively describe whether matches are associated with higher or lower outcomes than mismatches, we refer
readers to Humberg et al. (2019).
Overview of RSA surface values a1 to a5. While no one coefficient
(a1–a5) in isolation can determine a matching effect (Humberg
et al., 2019), here, we overview the meaning of each surface
value below and then outline the pattern of results that would
provide evidence that matching in sexual desire between partners is associated with greater sexual and relationship satisfaction compared to mismatching. The surface value a1 tests the
slope of the line of congruence (i.e., the line where couples perfectly match in desire) at the point (0, 0). This line is theoretically interesting because points along this line reflect couples
matching at different levels of desire. In the current research,
if only a1 is significant and positive, it indicates that couples
with higher sexual desire report higher satisfaction than couples with lower levels of desire (while a negative a1 coefficient
in isolation indicates that higher levels of desire are associated
with lower satisfaction compared to lower levels). However,
when we have evidence for a matching effect (e.g., if matching
is better than mismatching for satisfaction), the a1 can reveal
whether matching at higher levels is associated with greater
satisfaction relative to matching at lower levels.
The surface value a2 tests the curvature of the line of congruence. It describes a nonlinear relationship between the average level of the predictor variables and the outcome variable. In
the current research, if only the a2 is significant and positive, it
indicates that couples with moderate levels of sexual desire are
less satisfied relative to couples at extreme levels of desire
(while a negative a2 coefficient indicates that couples with
moderate levels of sexual desire are more satisfied relative to
couples at extreme levels of desire).
The surface value a3 tests the slope of the line of incongruence at point (0, 0). In the current research, if only a3 is significant and positive, it indicates that satisfaction is higher when a
person’s (i.e., the actor’s) sexual desire is greater than their
partner’s sexual desire, compared to vice versa, while a negative a3 indicates that satisfaction is higher when the partner’s
desire is greater than the actor’s desire.
The surface value a4 tests for curvature along the line of
incongruence. The a4 coefficient can help answer whether
matches are better or worse than mismatches (i.e., congruence
effects), although we note that this effect cannot be determined
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by solely interpreting an a4 in isolation (Humberg et al., 2019).
In the current research, if a4 is significant and positive while a2
and a3 and a5 are nonsignificant, it indicates that satisfaction is
greater the more partners are mismatched in desire (while a significant negative a4 indicates that satisfaction is lower the
more partners are mismatched in desire).
The surface value a5 (see Schönbrodt et al., 2018) is relevant for determining whether a response surface reflects a congruence effect (detailed below), as the a1–a4 parameters alone
are not sufficient to detect such an effect (Humberg et al.,
2019). In the current research, a nonsignificant a5 value would
be required to determine whether there is a congruence effect,
provided that all other conditions for a broad congruence effect
on the a1–a4 parameters are met.
Evidence of matching effects. To determine whether we have evidence that matching in sexual desire between partners is better
than mismatching (i.e., a congruence effect), we followed the
guidelines of Humberg et al. (2019).1 Using the surface values
above, requirements of a matching effect include a significant,
negative a4 value and an a3 and a5 values that are not significantly different than 0. For a strict congruence pattern, a1 and
a2 must also not be significantly different from 0, as overall
this provides evidence that couples who match are more satisfied than those who mismatch at all levels of desire. However,
it is also possible to demonstrate broad congruence, where in
addition to a matching effect there are additional main effects
of the predictors, meaning that although couples who match are
more satisfied than couples who mismatch, couples with a
higher average level of desire are more satisfied. Given that,
based on past research (e.g., Muise et al., 2013), we expect
main effects of each partner’s sexual desire (i.e., higher desire
is associated with higher sexual and relationship satisfaction),
we allow a1 (or a2) to be different from 0 (i.e., we suspect that
broad congruence is more likely than strict congruence). In
fact, we would expect a1 to be significant and positive since
in isolation this indicates that couples with higher average
desire are more satisfied than couples with lower desire. If a
positive, significant a1 is accompanied by a negative, significant a4 and a null a3 and a5, this provides evidence that matching matters for satisfaction but allows for the influence of a
person’s and their partner’s level of desire (i.e., broad congruence). That is, whereas strict congruence would suggest that
matching is better than not matching at all levels of sexual
desire, broad congruence indicates that if Couple A (e.g., 2–1
¼ 1) and Couple B (e.g., 9–8 ¼ 1) have the same discrepancy
(e.g., 1), then Couple B, who have higher levels of desire, will
be more satisfied.
DRSA analytic strategy. Given the dyadic nature of our data and
that dyads can be distinguished by gender, we used DRSA
(Schönbrodt et al., 2018) to help ascertain whether the response
surface effects differ for men’s satisfaction and women’s satisfaction, or whether the effects can be treated as equivalent
across men and women. We used lavaan (Rosseel, 2012) and
the RSA package (Schönbrodt, 2017) in R to test path models
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Figure 1. Full dyadic response surface analysis model.

Figure 2. Constrained dyadic response surface analysis model.

with polynomial regressions implementing full-information
maximum likelihood estimation for missing data. As outlined
by Schönbrodt et al. (2018), given the complexity of a fully
specified DRSA model as it estimates a large number of path
coefficients and covariances (see Figure 1), constraints can
be applied to simplify the full modelfor parsimony and increase
statistical power. Thus, we applied parameter constraints to
reduce model complexity according to current recommendations (Schönbrodt et al., 2018). Specifically, we constrained
all actor and partner effects to be equal across gender. We
then conducted nested model comparisons using a w2 likelihood ratio test. We determined that the simpler (i.e., gender-constrained) model predicting relationship satisfaction
did not fit significantly worse than the full DRSA model,
w2(5) ¼ 3.37, p ¼ .64, nor did the model predicting sexual
satisfaction, w2(5) ¼ 5.80, p ¼ .33; thus, we retained the simpler models (see Figure 2).
These findings demonstrate that the effects of the polynomial regression can be interpreted similarly for both men and
women. Thus, our gender-constrained polynomial regression
model effectively tests how an individual and partner’s desire
are associated with individual outcomes, in line with APIM
framework (Kenny et al., 2006). Final models were computed

by bootstrapping standard errors and p values with 10,000
replications as per recommendations (Schönbrodt et al.,
2018). In our final combined data set, we additionally coded for
which sample each couple was from using effect coding
(Aiken, & West, 1991) to control for sample differences in our
models. The resulting two effect-coded variables for the three
sample groups were coded as follows: (1) 1 (Sample 1), 1
(Sample 2), 0 (Sample 3); (2) 1 (Sample 1), 0 (Sample 2),
1 (Sample 3). We note here that the results did not change
based on whether or not this control was included. Open data
and R code for difference score and DRSA analyses can be
found in the Online Supplement and on the Open Science
Framework (https://osf.io/mp5q2/).

Results
Descriptives
Table 2 displays means and standard deviations for sexual
desire, relationship satisfaction, and sexual satisfaction by sample. In the combined sample, men’s sexual desire was significantly higher than women’s desire, men: M ¼ 4.09, SD ¼
0.79; women: M ¼ 3.62, SD ¼ 1.03, t(737) ¼ 6.86, p < .001.
The grand mean of sexual desire was 3.86 (SD ¼ 0.95). Sexual
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Table 2. Measurement Descriptives Across Samples.

Sample
1
2
3

Sexual Desire

Relationship Satisfaction (Scales Differ by Sample)

Sexual Satisfaction (Scales Differ by Sample)

M (SD)

M (SD) [range]

M (SD) [range]

3.83 (0.949)
3.54 (1.017)
4.22 (0.718)

7.90 (1.43) [1–9]
6.08 (1.03) [1–7]
4.24 (0.80) [1–5]

7.28 (1.56) [1–9]
5.66 (1.27) [1–7]
6.33 (0.75) [1–7]

desire was significantly higher in men than women in Sample
1, men: M ¼ 4.92, SD ¼ 0.78; women: M ¼ 3.56, SD ¼ 1.04,
t(350) ¼ 5.40, p < .001 and Sample 2, men: M ¼ 3.92, SD ¼
0.82; women: M ¼ 3.20, SD ¼ 1.10, t(189) ¼ 5.14, p < .001,
but not in Sample 3, Men: M ¼ 4.26, SD ¼ 0.75; Women: M
¼ 4.17, SD ¼ 0.67, t(194) ¼ 0.87, p ¼ .39. For frequency histogram of couple difference scores, see the Online Supplement.
Of the 366 couples, there were 229 (62.6%) in which men’s
desire was higher than women’s desire, 115 couples (31.4%)
in which women had higher desire than men, and 22 (6%) in
which men and women had equal levels of desire (i.e., exactly
the same scores). Consistent with the mean level differences,
more couples consisted of men reporting higher desire than
women, w2(2, N ¼ 344) ¼ 37.78, p < .001. In addition, there
was a small, positive correlation between partners’ desire (r
¼ .21, p < .001).

Couple Absolute Difference Score Analyses
Regression analyses conducted separately for men and women
showed that greater absolute discrepancies in sexual desire
were negatively associated with men’s relationship satisfaction, b ¼ .16, t(364) ¼ 2.75, p < .01, 95%CI
[.28,.05], r ¼ .14, and women’s relationship satisfaction,
b ¼ .18, t(362) ¼ 3.14, p < .01, 95%CI [.29,.07], r ¼
.16. Greater absolute discrepancies in sexual desire were also
negatively associated with men’s sexual satisfaction, b ¼ .36,
t(359) ¼ 5.95, p < .001, 95%CI [.48,.24], r ¼ .30, and
women’s sexual satisfaction, b ¼ .44, t(358) ¼ 7.74, p <
.001, 95% CI [.55,.33], r ¼ .38. Therefore, the results
of difference score analyses would suggest that larger mismatches in sexual desire between partners are associated with
lower sexual and relationship satisfaction for both men and
women (see the Online Supplement for additional details).
Notably, these findings are not considered valid given that difference score regressions can lead to false-positive results, thus
necessitating the use of DRSA.

DRSA
Figures 3 and 4 show the response surface plots, depicting how
combinations of actor’s sexual desire (on the x-axis) and partner’s sexual desire (on the y-axis) relate to actor’s relationship
satisfaction and actor’s sexual satisfaction, respectively.
Relationship satisfaction. Results from the DRSA predicting relationship satisfaction showed only a significant positive a1

Figure 3. Dyadic response surface analysis plot of associations
between actor and partner sexual desire and relationships satisfaction.
Note. Sexual desire scores are centered on the grand mean.

Figure 4. Dyadic response surface analysis plot of associations
between actor and partner sexual desire and sexual satisfaction.
Note. Sexual desire scores are centered on the grand mean.

surface value (see Table 3). This response surface pattern indicates that couples with higher levels of desire are more satisfied
than couples with lower levels of desire (see Figure 3). Given
that a4 was not significantly different from zero, we found
no evidence suggesting that matching in sexual desire between
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Table 3. Polynomial and Response Surface Slope Coefficients for
Relationship and Sexual Satisfaction.
Relationship Satisfaction
b
Response surface slopes
a1
.37
a2
.05
a3
.05
a4
.01
a5
.02
Polynomial coefficients
b0
.07
b1 (X)
.16
b2 (Y)
.21
b3 (X2)
.00
b4 (XY)
.02
b5 (Y2)
.02

Sexual Satisfaction

SE

p

b

SE

p

.09
.03
.06
.10
.05

.00
.16
.38
.93
.66

.66
.03
.18
.17
.04

.07
.08
.07
.04
.04

.00
.67
.01
.00
.30

.06
.05
.05
.03
.06
.03

.24
.00
.00
.89
.72
.48

.21
.24
.42
.03
.07
.07

.06
.05
.05
.03
.05
.03

.00
.00
.00
.35
.14
.02

Note. X ¼ actor’s sexual desire; Y ¼ partner’s sexual desire.

partners was associated with significantly higher or lower levels of relationship satisfaction compared to mismatching.
Sexual satisfaction. Results from the DRSA model predicting
sexual satisfaction showed significant positive a1, negative
a3, and negative a4 surface values (see Table 3). As mentioned
above, the interpretation for the RSA can change when more
than one coefficient is significant (Humberg et al., 2019).
Although we have a significant and negative a4 value, a3 is
also significantly different than zero; this response surface pattern (i.e., a4 < 0 and a3 < 0) does not suggest that matching on
sexual desire between partners is better than mismatching for
sexual satisfaction (Humberg et al., 2019, see Figure 4).
Instead, the significant, negative a3 value suggests that sexual
satisfaction is higher when the actor’s own desire is higher than
their partners, compared to when their partner’s desire is higher
than the actor’s. As in the model for relationship satisfaction,
there was also a positive, significant a1 effect suggesting that
couples with higher desire are more sexually satisfied than couples with lower sexual desire (see Online Supplement for additional details of the sexual satisfaction model).

Discussion
Conventional wisdom and evidence from past research suggest
that partners who are similar (i.e., match) in their levels of sexual desire will also experience greater satisfaction (e.g., Davies
et al., 1999; Mark, 2015). In fact, desire discrepancies or mismatches are a common presenting problem in couples’ therapy
(e.g., Mark, 2015). In a large sample of couples, using DRSA,
we found that people who are matched in sexual desire with
their partner are not more satisfied than those who are mismatched, a finding that differed from the conclusions drawn
from a traditional difference score approach. Instead, it was the
overall level of sexual desire for the couple that was associated
with sexual and relationship satisfaction. Consistent with past

research that both partners’ levels of desire are associated with
greater sexual and relationship satisfaction (e.g., Muise et al.,
2013; Mark, 2014), in the current research, couples with higher
(vs. lower) desire were more satisfied.
Given the prevalence of desire discrepancies, even among
nonclinical samples of highly satisfied couples (e.g., Day
et al., 2015), it is possible that many couples develop strategies
for managing desire differences. For example, people who are
approach-motivated in their relationships and sex lives (Impett
et al., 2008; Muise et al., 2013), communally motivated to be
responsive to their partner’s sexual needs (Day et al., 2015),
and believe that sexual relationships take work and effort to
be satisfying (Maxwell et al., 2017) tend to be able to navigate
sexual differences with a partner while maintaining satisfaction. The finding that higher desire is important for sexual and
relationship satisfaction is in line with theory and research on
the benefits of maintaining desire over time in a relationship
(e.g., Baumeister & Bratzlavsky, 1999; Mark & Lasslo,
2018) and with findings that low sexual desire is linked to
thoughts of leaving a current relationship (Regan, 2000).
Although there are limitations, including that the data are
cross-sectional and correlational—meaning that we cannot
confirm the causal direction—and consist of nonclinical samples of fairly satisfied couples, the current work provides new
insights into how the correspondence between romantic partners’ sexual desire is associated with satisfaction. Of note is
that the current research focused on congruence in partners’
actual—not perceived—levels of desire, an important conceptual distinction given previous research demonstrating differing effects of actual versus perceived similarity (e.g.,
Montoya et al., 2008). A remaining question from the current
work is whether partners are aware of differences in their levels
of desire. This question is pertinent since previous work has
found that perceptions of desire discrepancy are a stronger predictor of lower sexual and relationship satisfaction than actual
discrepancies between partners (e.g., Davies et al., 1999).
Given that people often project their own feelings on to their
partner (e.g., Lemay et al., 2007), it is possible that people are
not aware of differences between their own and their partner’s
sexual desire. Past research shows that both men and women do
accurately track changes in their partner’s sexual desire, but
men, in particular, tend to systematically underestimate their
partner’s desire (Muise, Stanton, et al., 2016). Future research
could investigate the consequences of (in)accurately perceiving
a partner’s desire and if associations between accuracy and
satisfaction differ based on the level of sexual desire. For
example, there could be benefits to accurately perceiving a
partner as high in desire but costs to perceiving a partner’s low
desire.
The current findings—along with other recent findings on
personality similarity (van Scheppingen et al., 2018; Weidmann et al., 2017)—do not support the idea that matching on
sexual desire between partners is linked to satisfaction in
romantic relationships. Therefore, in existing relationships in
which desire discrepancies are common (Mark, 2015), it might
not be fruitful for partners to aim to match on desire but rather
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to find ways to maintain desire over the course of their relationship or successfully navigate sexual differences.
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